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Teaching Scenario

Lesson: Ocean Life

General Overview

Time 1 hour

Level 5-6 years old kindergarten students

Objectives Learn about the name and characteristics of living
creatures in the ocean.

Structures “What is this?”
“This is …”

Target Vocabulary - Ocean Life Creatures
Fish, Seaweed, Dolphin, Coral, Turtle, Octopus,
Jellyfish, Whale, Starfish, Crab.

Review Vocabulary

Materials:

Flashcards - Ocean Life Flashcards

Printables - Worksheet 1 : Connect the dot
- Worksheet 2 : Do you know what this is?

Games - Splash and Bubbles : Ocean Guide

Songs - Under the Sea

Videos - What's Under The Sea? | Fantasy Sea Animals
Song For Kids

Stationeries - Glue
- Paper Scissor
- Crayon or Colored Pencil
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Lesson Overview:

Warm Up 1. Greetings and prayers.
2. Check on students.
3. Ask “Do you know who lives in the ocean?”.
4. Ask about their favorite sea animals characters on

movies or tv shows.

Main Activity 1. Watch the “What's Under The Sea? | Fantasy Sea
Animals Song For Kids” video.

2. Introducing vocabulary with flashcards.
3. Playing “ Connect the Dot” games while doing the

worksheet.
4. Playing “Do you know what this is?” games while

doing the worksheet.

Wrap Up 1. Check the worksheet.
2. Summarizing and questioning.
3. Set homework: Playing “Splash and Bubbles:

Ocean Guide” games and write down 3 creatures
from the game.

4. Praying and saying goodbye.

Lesson Procedure

A. Warm Up
1. Opens the learning activity by saying greetings and prayers.
2. Asks about the news, checks the students' attendance, and asks how their day is going.
3. Ask “Do you know who lives in the ocean?”. Wait for their response and brainstorm by

mentioning some famous animals’ animated characters.
4. Ask about their favorite sea animals characters on movies or tv shows and play the

“Under the Sea” song to make them familiar with the topic. Mention other characters like
“Nemo, Dory, and Baby Shark”.

B. Main Activity
1. Watch the “What's Under The Sea? | Fantasy Sea Animals Song For Kids” video.

Start the activity by playing the video. Play the video continuously by pausing a few
times and asking about their knowledge such as “Do you know this?”, “Have you seen
this in Seaworld?”, etc.
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Image 1. Video Illustration.

2. Introducing vocabulary with flashcards.
Prepare the flashcards either printed or presented on screen. Drill and demonstrate each
word with each spelling and let students practice for a while. Call some students to
practice the words in front of the class.

Image 2. Flashcards.

3. Playing “Connect the Dot” games while doing the worksheet.
After learning the words, give a quiz to students by doing the “Connect the Dot” game.
Prepare the worksheet on-screen and print, ask students to match the pictures with the
words, and let students color the printed worksheet.
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Image 3. Worksheet 1.

4. Playing “Do you know what this is?” games while doing the worksheet.
Next, let students practice writing the words and understanding each new word
independently. Spare 15 minutes for students to read, figure out, and do the printed
worksheet. Guide each student if they have any difficulties by showing the flashcards
once again. Also, pay attention to students’ actions because this activity requires
students to use glue and paper scissors.

Image 4. Worksheet 2.
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C. Wrap Up
1. Check the students' work on a worksheet by ensuring all students finished their work and

wait for a while if they haven’t finished yet.
2. Ask students to mention some words they have learned today and ask if they have any

questions.
3. Set homework to play “Splash and Bubbles: Ocean Guide” games with the parental

guide and ask them to write down 3 creatures they found from the game. Sent this
homework through the Guardian’s chat group to make sure all parents received the
message.

4. Close the lesson by praying and singing the goodbye song.
Lyrics:
oh yeah kids it's time to say goodbye
goodbye see you next time everyone
goodbye to you

goodbye to you
goodbye to you
goodbye to me
goodbye see you next time everyone

goodbye see you next time everyone
goodbye see you next time everyone

goodbye to you
goodbye to you
goodbye to you

goodbye to me
goodbye see you next time everyone
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